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Mexico for Spring Break? Maybe Not.

On This Day 1993

Janet Reno is confirmed
by the United States
Senate and sworn-in the
next day, becoming the
first female Attorney
General of the United
States.

Chris Brown in
Court
Tired of the Star
Magazine Rumors?
Photo Courtesy of Wall Street Journal More than 6,000 people have died in Mexican drug related violence throughout the last year; 1,000 of these
killings took playce in January alone

Drug Wars Threaten Civillians, Spring Break

Sarah Sweatt
Staff Writer

With spring break and violence brewing in border towns, college students look for
other destination spots.
Acapulco, a destination of sun,
sand, and fun, is the average college
student’s absolute dream getaway.
You’ve been planning for this trip all
year. The time has almost arrived for
you to set off on your picturesque
spring break vacation; you can practically feel the tingling of the hot sand
between your toes, the massive roar
of the beautiful ocean waves, and not
to mention that you’re already dreaming of the monumental memories that
will be made. You are so anxious that
you can’t sleep, and despite what you
are talking about or who you are talking with, this trip, no longer classified
as merely a trip but an exhilarating
venture, haunts your every thought,
word, and action. Is it really the trip
that has conquered the eager mind, or
is it actually the daunting reality of the
hazardous Mexican cartel? Perhaps,
the travel agent failed to inform the
cliental with the gory details that have
swept over Mexico and its American

border towns. Perhaps, your online
booking failed to advertise the warnings given out by our own American
government. The fact is, in spite of
labels as “fun” or “not fun, “opportunity of a lifetime” or “boring home”,
Mexico does not hold the capability
of currently protecting the security of
its brave visitors.
More than 100,000 spring breakers
of the college and high school age
visit Mexican vacation areas each year.
Although tourists have not yet been
targets of the Mexican cartel in border
towns such as Phoenix or Juarez, there
have been murders within tourists
towns located deep inside Mexico.
More than 6,000 people have died
in Mexican drug related violence
throughout the last year; 1,000 of these
killings took place in January alone.
Although there are serious warnings
directed towards spring breakers, students who choose sand over sanity are
advised to take certain commonsense

precautions such as avoiding the
“rougher” parts of Mexico.
As previously mentioned, cities
simply in Mexico are not the only

Temperamental are we?
Do I need my jacket or not?
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Unless you’re a shut in and never leave
your dorm room, you probably noticed two
new faces around campus recently. Juan
Sassatelli and Julia Ancarani are exchange
students visiting us from the Universidad
Nacional de Villa Maria (Villa Maria National
University, or UNVM) in Argentina.
»continued pg. 1
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RandiJones
Staff Writer

“Happy Birthday to You, Happy Birthday to You, Happy Birthday Dear OPSU,” Gus Blackwell
Carlee Scofield and Katie Wiggins, Executive
Secretary of the Foundation Doris Looper
and her husband Lloyd, Centennial Committee members Brent Shoulders, David
Miller, Sara Richter, and Tito Aznar. JB Flatt,
a former student of OPSU, also joined the
group. The group was recognized in front
of the House of Representatives.
A House Bill was then read proclaiming
the day Oklahoma Panhandle State University Day in honor of the University’s

centennial year. An official resolution also
approved the nicknaming of the Oklahoma
portion of Highway 54 “Oklahoma PSU
Centennial Corridor.” Signs should begin
appearing as soon as possible.
February 23 of 2009 officially honored
OPSU’s 100 years of educating students.
I personally, am thankful that the college
was recognized for its amazing achievement. What a wonderful day!

WhatisYourPersonal“Hell”?
Beau
Downing

On Monday, February 23, the Oklahoma
Panhandle State University flag flew high
above the capitol as members of the Centennial committee and representatives
of the student body traveled to the state
capitol at the invitation of Representative
Gus Blackwell.
An official resolution was read welcoming the representatives of the college to
the Oklahoma State Capitol. Those in
attendance were Student Senate members

Working for National Beef at
the same *** job that i had
during the summer for the
rest of my life.

Cody
Ware

Nicole
Crowley

Having an everlasting hangover!

Drug Wars Cont...

“Officials estimate that
$14 billion worth of
illegal drugs are smuggled
int America from Mexico
every year. They are
believed to have reached
130,000 in numbers”
drugs are smuggled in to America
from Mexico every year. Drugs are
not the only root of evil in this battle.
These Cartels are highly armed and
are believed to have reached 130,000
in numbers. The Mexican government
has spent $6.5 billion on top of their
already adopted budget; however, this
number is overshadowed by the drug
gangs’ $10 billion. Mexico’s attorney
general has pleaded for the United
States to harshly persecute all selling
weapons to these criminals.
Spring break’s purpose serves as a
lull from the hectic life of school. Spring
break should not become an intru-

sion into a terrorized land battling
drugs, corruptness, and evil. Wherever you plan
to traverse to
this next week,
please be wellinformed about
your surroundings and take
all necessary
precautions
so that your

spring break will not be forever
broken.

A life without happiness.

Saul
Jimenez

places feeling this harsh statement
by Mexican cartels. Phoenix, Arizona
has become the second largest kidnap
capital in the world. Officials there
account that there are most likely
twice as many kidnappings occurring
then are being reported. Numerous
states across the U.S. have also been
affected by this drug war. Officials estimate that $14 billion worth of illegal

Photo Courtesy of
Stratfor.com
Border towns are
the home to drug
violence causing
students to rethink
spring break plans.

Living in Goodwell for the
rest of my life!

Dawn
Schadeck

From Page 1

Photo Courtesy of Epoch Times
The corpse of an unidentified woman lies on a street in Juarez, Mexico on Nov. 29, 2008 and it is assumed
that her death is the result of a drug cartel dispute. (Guadalupe Perez/AFP/Getty Images )

Physics.

News

Towns
Abandoned
Across
Oklahoma
StephenSkacall
Staff Writer

Fires burning across the state of
Oklahoma causes hundreds to
evacuate, burn ban increased.
Taloga, Oklahoma was evacuated Thursday as
a large wildfire grew more and more out
of control, consuming a number of homes
and putting the entire town in danger.
Taloga is a small town of about 400 people
in Dewey County, just south of Seiling.
200 fire trucks have been brought in
from eighteen surrounding communities,
including Seiling, Putnam, and Clinton.
The fire has also reached into nearby
Woodward County, destroying several
homes there. So far at least 60,000 acres
have burned in Dewey and Woodward
counties. Since Friday morning, the fire
has backed away from Taloga, though the
town is still at risk.
A second fire burning in Okfuskee
County has engulfed the town of Weleetka,
with several blocks of the town on fire.
Weleetka is in East Central Oklahoma, near
the towns of Henryetta and Okemah and is
approximately 40 miles east of Shawnee.
				
A third fire has threatened Oklahoma
County, specifically the city of Edmond.
The northern edges of the city have been
choked by smoke as the fire approaches

Photo Courtesy of KOCO Oklahoma City
A third fire that has broken out threatens homes in
Edmond, OK, less than ten miles north of Oklahoma
City

the city, with fire crews from Edmond
and Oklahoma City responding to the
situation. Edmond is less than ten miles
north of Oklahoma City.
Governor Henry requested
Thursday that the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) provide relief to
the residents of Taloga and other parts of
Oklahoma. In a statement issued Friday,
Governor Henry said that “firefighters and
other first-responders have done an incredible job battling the Taloga wildfire, and I
am thankful that FEMA moved swiftly to
provide federal assistance for their efforts.
Nearly the entire town of Taloga was evacuated at the height of the fire. This aid will
go a long way toward helping the agencies
involved in battling the blaze.”
While the fire in Taloga has
become less severe, the ongoing fires in
Weleetka and Edmond pose a significant
threat to lives and property.
“Firefighters throughout

Oklahoma have been doing a tremendous
job battling the wildfires that have been
springing up in all parts of the state,” Governor Henry said. “Their bravery, determination and skill are helping save lives and
property, and we are all grateful for their
service.”
	OPSU students and residents of
the surrounding area should pay attention to burn bans and fire weather advisories, as fires are common throughout
Oklahoma, Texas, and Kansas during the
Spring and Summer months. Be sure not
to drop cigarettes in the grass, and avoid

building campfires or bonfires if you can.
As a reminder, the Texas and Oklahoma
Panhandles are both under a fire weather
advisory and burn ban. Anyone caught

Photo Courtesy of NewsOK, Oklahoma City

in violation of the burn ban will likely be
given a serious fine by law enforcement
and could face jail time in some cases.
Quotes from: http://www.gov.ok.gov/dis-

play_article.php?article_id=1203&article_
type=1

Conference
Scholarship
Courtesy of Evlyn Schmidt
McKee Library
at Oklahoma
Panhandle
State University is proud to
announce that
Rhonda Donaldson, Access
Services Librarian, was awarded an Association of College
and Research Libraries (ACRL) National
Conference Librarian scholarship. Ms. Donaldson received a complimentary conference registration and an expense stipend.
The ACRL National Conference will take
place March 11-15 in Seattle, WA.
The purpose of this scholarship is to provide opportunities for librarians with five
or fewer years of experience after earning
their Master’s in Library and Information
Science degree. This professional development experience will provide educational
programming and networking events to
expand her skills and knowledge. Ms.
Donaldson has worked at McKee Library
since December, 2007. Her responsibilities
include reference, circulation, and instruction in her first professional position.
McKee Library appreciates the ACRL
scholarship assistance and Ms. Donaldson’s dedication in applying for one of the
73 scholarships awarded nationwide. This
scholarship allows McKee Library to send a
librarian for the first time in recent memory.
This conference provides new ideas and
programs that Ms. Donaldson will implement to improve library services to OPSU
students. OPSU student learning will benefit from this ACRL scholarship program.
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Published by Oklahoma Panhandle State University,
P.O. Box 430, Goodwell, OK 73939. The Collegian is
distributed on campus of OPSU every Wednesday
during the fall and spring semester with the exceptions
of major holidays, finals, and breaks. All opinions
expressed in editorials are that of the writer and not
necessarily the opinion of the university.

Do you have an opinion or comment about something on campus? Is
there something we should know or an issue to be addressed? Write
your letter to the editor, e-mail it, or bring it by Muller Hall. Letters
must include writer’s name, signature, and phone number. Telephone
numbers will not be printed. The editor reserves the right to edit letters
for length, lielous statements, and personal attacks.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

FUN VALLEY FAMILY RESORT
South Fork, Colorado
Needs students for all types of jobs: kitchen,
dining room, housekeeping, stores, maintenance,
horse wrangler, office. For information
and employment application write Student
Personnel Director, 6315 Westover Drive,
Granbury, TX 76049 or call 1.800.548.1648
or e-mail rafain@sbcglobal.net.

Random thoughts for random people
As of July 2005, the smallest country in terms of
population was Pitcairn Islands with 45 inhabitants!
-

The word “democracy” is banned in online chat
rooms in China.
-

Multiple
Personality
So, we’re pretty much masochists.

Never fully satisfied, we decided to reinvent ourselves yet again with this spiffy
new layout in our neverending quest
to deliver the best looking paper on
the block. Let us know what you think.
As always, you can reach us at collegian@
opsu.edu.
March 16 through the 20th is of course

OPSU’s spring break; there are no classes.
Also absent that week will be The Collegian. We’ll resume publication on March
25. Enjoy your break, and don’t do anything
stupid.

Psychology Club Quote of the Week

“The happiest excitement in life is to be convinced that one is
fighting for all one is worth on behalf of some clearly seen and
deeply felt good.”
Ruth Benedict

About 17% of humans are
left-handed. The same is true
of chimpanzees and gorillas.
-

Venus is the only planet
that rotates clockwise.
In your lifetime, you’ll
shed over 40 pounds of
skin.
Americans on average eat
18 acres of pizza every day.
The electric chair was
invented by a dentist.
The highest paid CEO in 2004 was Terry Semel of
Yahoo. He earned $230 million, or approximately
$630,000 per day.
Sneeze travels out of your mouth at over 100 miles
(161 km) an hour.

Courtesy of Randomfunfacts.com

Sports

Heartland Conferance Update

4

B a seb a l l S t a n d i n g s S o f tb a l l S t a n d i n g s
1. Incarnate Word
14-4 1. Texas A&M International 4-0
2.
Texas-Permian
Basin
13-4
Incarnate Word
4-0
BLA BLA BLA Exero 01, 5555
3. St. Mary's
12-7
St. Edward’s
4-0
4. St. Edward's
11-7
St. Mary’s
4-0
5. Newman
10-8 5. Texas-Permian Basin
0-4
6. Texas A&M International
9-8
Oklahoma Panhandle State 0-4
7. Lincoln
3-15
Lincoln
0-4
8. Oklahoma Panhandle State 0-18
Newman
0-4

Equestrian Team Wins Big in
Nebraska

Channing Hawks

February 14-15 Equestrian Team represents OPSU in winning fashion

Goodwell, Okla. — The OPSU Equestrian
Team rode to victory February 14-15 at a
show hosted by the Nebraska College of
Technical Agriculture in Curtis, Neb. The
team won Reserve High Point Team the
first day of the competition and High Point
Team the second day. The Open division
rider, Alicia Havens, earned High-Point Rider
both days, winning 1st place in the Reining
both days and 1st and 3rd in the Horsemanship.
Other team members placings include:
Cherie Scholz in the Advanced division with
1st and 1st; Sierra Epperson in the Novice

division with 3rd and 2nd; Ashley Jarrett in
the Novice Division with 5th and 7th; Carrie
Kliewer in the Intermediate Division with
4th and 3rd; Faith Long in the Intermediate
division with 1st and 7th; Genna Buettner
in the Intermediate division with 3rd and
3rd; Hillary Sherwood in the Intermediate
division with 2nd and 4th; and Cari Claxton
in the Beginner division with 4th and 6th.

for the

Week

St.Edward’s 79,
Aggies 14

Andres Belandria
It is not a football score. The Hilltoppers
completely manhandled the Aggies when
the OPSU squad visited Austin, TX for the
four compromises on the Heartland Conference schedule.
The SEU team never gave the Aggies a
chance. They made it clear it was going
to be a long weekend for the OPSU squad
right from the beginning, scoring 16 runs
in the first inning of the first game.
The scores for the four games were 23-8,
24-3, 22-0, and 10-3. The Aggies record
stands now at 1-21.

Andres Belandria

In a very close, exciting game against the
St. Edward’s Hilltoppers, the OPSU suffered
a 1-0 defeat, with a no-hitter included.
The game was the third one of the fourgame series played over the weekend in
Austin, TX. The jewel was thrown by L. Hairston, allowing only three players to get on
base. The Lady Aggies pitcher, Arlene Soto,
also more than held her own. She allowed
only one run and seven hits in six innings
of labor.
The rest of the weekend’s games were
not as close as the Lady Aggies saw the
losing end of all three by scores of 1-6, 0-8,
and 0-8.
The Lady Aggies fall now to a 1-13 (0-4
HC) record.

OPSU’s Bioni, Jackson Earn Conference Honors

Scott
Puryear

Aaron Jackson (Dallas, Texas), Kariz Bioni (Parana, Brazil) were both Aggie scoring leaders, averaging
over 12ppg.

Aaron Jackson of Dallas, Texas

March 2

I n c a r n a te W o r d S weeps C o n f e r e n c e T i t l es

Lady Aggies fall
in a No-hitter

Goodwell, Okla. — The Heartland Conference has announced its 2008-2009 men’s
and women’s All-Conference basketball
teams and two Oklahoma Panhandle State
student athletes have been honored. Aaron
Jackson of the Aggies and Kariz Bioni of
the Lady Aggies each received Honorable
Mention recognition.
Jackson is a cat-quick guard from Dallas,
Texas who led the Aggies in scoring, assists,
steals and free throws. The 6’1 senior was
the high scorer for the Aggies in seven
games including a season high of 30 points.
A superb athlete, Jackson finished the
season with a scoring average of 12.0.
Bioni is a 5’9 senior guard from Parana,
Brazil who led the Lady Aggies in scoring,
rebounds, assists, and free throws. The
junior was the high scorer for her team in
a dozen games and the leading rebounder
19 times. A hard worker at both ends of
the court, she finished the season with a
scoring average of 12.2.
Teams making up the Heartland Conference in basketball are OPSU, Newman, St.
Mary’s, St. Edward’s, Incarnate Word, TexasPermian Basin, Texas A&M International,
Lincoln, and Dallas Baptist (men’s basketball only).

of

Kariz Bioni of Parana, Brazil

Arts & Entertainment
She wants that
lovey dovey,
not that hit hit

going to make her pay for that mistake.
She then attempted to get a hold of her
other personal assistant Melissa Ford but
the phone was quickly grabbed from her
hand and thrown out of the window. Following an effort to possess Brown’s telephone from his lap, he then “pressed on
the victim’s carotid arteries causing her
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For the Week of March 13

The Last House on the
Left

RachaelBeck
Staff Writer

Almost a
month after
Singer/Pop
star Rihanna
was found beaten and alone in
boyfriend, Chris Brown’s rented
Lamborghini, it seems as though
the pop sensation may be facing
up to five years in prison.

R
Garret Dillahunt, Riki Lindhome
We’re still not done with remakes here. Bringin’ back
1970’s horror with a 2009 twist. Revenge anyone?

The Horsemen

R
Dennis Quaid
Biblical prophecies lead clues to a series of murders.

Miss March
R
Kristin Kreuk
True love lasts forever... That is, unless you’re not
awake for it.

California-Thursday, March 5, 2009, Chris

Brown, 19, was formally charged with two
felony counts after allegations of making
criminal threats to girlfriend of a year and a
half, Robyn Rihanna Fenty, 21, on February
8. Although suspisions of STD’s acquired
from rapper Jay-Z to a pregnant Rihanna
with Brown’s baby have been rumored to
have started the altercation, according to
the warrant filed from the arrest, singer
Rihanna had picked up the accused’s cellular phone only to read a three page text
message from a woman that Brown had
previously been involved with.
	After reading the text messages,
a verbal argument caused the two to pull
over to an undisclosed street when Brown
opened Fenty’s door and attempted to force
her out of the vehicle. As he was unable to
get her out of the car due to the seat belt
that was fastened around her waste, her
face was then shoved to the window causing a contusion above her right eye.
Brown then allegedly assumed
driving with his left hand while punching the victim with his right. Fenty then
attempted to call her assistant Jennifer
Rosales whom didn’t answer, but continued to fake a conversation to the message
greeting stating “I’m on my way home;
make sure the cops are there when I get
there”. This angered Brown who then
stated that she had done it and he was

Race to Witch mountain
G
Dwayne Johnson
UFO’s are back. But let’s put a Disney spin on it.
The Rock will protect us.

to go in and out of consciousness” when
he then bit her ear as well as a few of her
fingers causing Fenty to scream. Brown
then exited the vehicle and walked away
as she confided a neighbor for help.
While with police, Fenty contacted Ford and indicated what had happened. Chris Brown then called Ford like
nothing had happened. Ford informed
Brown that she was aware of the situation
and that the police were now involved.
Brown ended the conversation then sent
a text message pleating his apologies and
that he was going to seek out help.
	A contusion on Fenty’s left arm
was apparently two inches in diameter
as well as a number of bruises on her left
hand. The warrant stated, “The assault
caused Robyn F.’s mouth to fill with blood
and blood to spatter all over her clothing and the interior of the vehicle.” Brown
later turned himself in that evening on the
suspicion of making criminal threats and booked but
released on $50,000 bail.
Brown was charged
with assault with force likely
to produce great bodily
injury, and making criminal
threats.
Top
An investigation photo leaked to
TMZ shows the aftermath to Feb.
Bottom
Robyn Fendy and Chris Brown
Seen at a pre-Grammy party
on Friday night, about 24 hours
before Chris allegedly assaulted
the singer early Sunday.

Eyeing the
Doomsday
David Suto
Clock Editor
Film Review - Watchmen
(R) 2hr 43min
Where does one even begin?
“The most celebrated graphic novel
of all time.” Sidestepping the terminology
issue, it’s near impossible to argue that
claim. Alan Moore’s and David Gibbon’s
limited series has greatly influenced
notable artists in every medium since its
1985 inception. Beyond that, aspiring
artists as well as plain ol’ comic book
nerds have devoutly studied every panel
hundreds of times over in the years past. Its
legacy is largely that of a work brimming
with rich symbolism and philosophical
layers. It’s credited for deconstructing
the comic book superhero, adding grim
realism where it once was missing. Often
cited as an unadaptable work, studios have
all the same strived to bring Watchmen to
the silver screen for years. And a quarter
century later, they’ve finally done it. But is
the movie worth the wait?
The moment the end credits rolled, I
listened in on an array of chatter ranging
everywhere from “awesome” to “that is the
worst movie I have ever seen.” I received
a text message as I passed through the
exit trying to formulate my own opinion.

BLA BLA BLA

My drunken friend was eager to know
my thoughts. As these things tend to go,
we had an unusually profound and indepth discussion about the merits and
missteps of the film relative to the comic
(of which we are both fans). The twoman consensus? We dig it. He more than
I, but nonetheless, dig. And what of the
uninitiated?
Going in to
this thing, I fully
expected a divisive
film.
I didn’t,
however, expect
the line drawn to
be so blurry. I’ve
heard raves and
rants from every
camp imaginable
in the few days
since its release. I’ve spoken with fans of
the source material who loathed it and
those oblivious to the book who lurved it.
Critics seem just as split.
I believe one of the primary factors of
the film’s success at an individual level
hinges on its artificial texture. Somewhat
counterintuitive considering the story’s
reputation of stern veracity, it nevertheless
rings true. After all, Watchmen exists in a
realm of costumed avengers; in critiquing
all that came before it, it must play to its
polychromatic, pulp roots. (The nods,
tongue-in-cheek and otherwise, cover
more than just comics: film, history, pop
culture, etc.)
On a similar track, an abundance of
cheese might derail the experience for
some. For starters: a mixtape of the 20th

Oklahoma City U.S. Census Bureau

Help Wanted

HIRING
1000’s!
$10+
(402) 254-9140

Retired, student, between
jobs, need part-time
work?

z

1-866-861-2010
www.2010censusjobs.gov

z

D V D R e l e a ses F o r M a r c h 1 0 , 2 0 0 9
The Baron: Complete Series
Battle in Seattle
The Best Years: 1st Season
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
Cadillac Records
Caroline in the City: 2nd Season
Coyote
Cracker: Complete Collection
Dark Reel
Family Ties: 5th Season
Fractals: Hunting the Hidden
Dimension (March 24 on Blu-ray)
The Girls Next Door: Season 4
Happy-Go-Lucky
L'Innocente
The Jill & Tony Curtis Story
Let the Right One In
Keepin' the Faith: My Baby's Gettin'
Married

Marie and Bruce
Max Fleischer's Gulliver's Travels
Milk
The Miracle Worker: 30th Anniversary Edition
Pinocchio: 70th Anniversary Edition
Primal Fear: Hard Evidence Edition
Rachel Getting Married
Role Models
Samantha Brown's Passport to Great
Weekends: Season 1
Saturday Morning
The Shiralee
South Park: 12th Season
The Starter Wife: Season 1
Stormforce
The Story of India (on Blu-ray March 24)
Sugarhouse
Synecdoche, New York
Transporter 3

century’s greatest hits scores the picture, by watching the Limits of Control trailer,
harmony be damned. Aside from being the brilliant Wes Anderson-inspired “Oscar
lifted directly from the comic, this serves Wilde” video by Company of Thieves, and
to further parody the masked heroes. Just having Beck’s Modern Guilt album on loop.
another wonderful bit of subversion.
I share this not to wildly bore you, but to
Talking with my inebriated friend, explain how, while I was having a hell of
we ruminated on the movie’s depiction a time seeing Watchmen come to life, I’d
of violence. Watchmen’s director Zack have rather been watching Bill Murray
Snyder is the same dude who helmed murder people, or try to anyway. Point is,
300. Translate the I hope these literal adaptations (this, 300,
blood exhibited in Sin City) don’t become a dominant trend.
that, just in more Besides, at least in this instance, the movie
contained instances, can’t come close to matching the book’s
and you have the heights. Much of the original genius is
idea. However, while specific to the static image of the page.
300
mindlessly
In the end, while it doesn’t equal its
glorifies its brutality, origin, I’m happy to have seen the film.
Watchmen instead Love or despise it, Watchmen promotes
aims to shock viewers bold artistic risk taking and is all at once
into
questioning challenging, thought-provoking, and
the efficacy of bloodshed. Still, many entertaining.
viewers will find this content
Pictured Jackie Earle Haley as Rorschach `
objectionable no matter its
~The world will look up and shout, “Review it!”... And I’ll whisper, “Okay.”~
underlying purpose, and
reasonably so. Important to
mention, the violent content
extends well past punches
and bullets, though it too
deliberately entreats disgust.
I had an intriguing little
dream the night before
watching Watchmen. It ran
as a feature film in my sleep. I
played a supporting character
behind Bill Murray and Isaach
De Bankolé.
Bill Murray
played a murderer, though
he was still very much “Bill
Murray.” I think it came about

“I’d have rather been
watching Bill Murray
murder people, or try to
anyway.”

5

Interest
S u m m e r J e a n H u l i n g (Aka Coach Huling)

Never Say
Never...
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Summer Jean Huling finds herself
passionate about something that she
never would have thought she could
ever do
Students majoring in HPER (Health and
Physical Education) are most likely familiar with a student named Summer Jean
Huling. Summer, a sophomore here at
OPSU, happens to have a boisterous and
noticeable personality that cannot go
unnoticed. This carefree girl is passionate about her major and looks forward to
becoming a coach; however, she never
dreamed that she would want coach
for a living.
Summer grew up on a
farm between Turpin and
Forgan, Oklahoma. She
filled her childhood days
with bike riding, rollerblading, and running
around the farm with
her animals. This farm
girl has always been athletic and she remained
anxious about the opportunity to play competitive
sports. Sports were influenced rather heavily
in Summer’s

family and she started playing Kids Inc.
basketball rather early life. She looks back
upon these days with much happiness.
Throughout her junior high and high
school years she participated in every
sport that her small town school in Turpin
Oklahoma offered—track, basketball,
golf, and softball. Her optimistic feelings
towards sports started to change as she
began playing upper-level sports. While
Summer thrived in track, she never felt
like she was very good at basketball or
Softball. She consistently felt degraded by
the coaches that led the team and carried
a negative attitude towards all coaches in
general.
Frustrated and discouraged the former
sports fanatic decided not to participate in sports her senior year.

RandiJones
Staff Writer

SarahSweatt
Staff Writer
Tired of feeling belittled, she decided her
days of playing sports were over. Summer
thought long and hard about her future
in sports and decided not to quit, but to
take a different approach to playing. She
became determined to prove her coaches
wrong and she worked hard to gain the
respect of the coaches. She strived to
become a stronger athlete and a bigger
asset to the teams.
That year Summer excelled on the softball field, the basketball court, the golf
course, and the track; however, her gaming
achievements were not as important as
what she learned about her own life.
Summer realized that she loved
sports and she wanted to use
that passion for the rest of
her life. That’s when she
decided that she wanted
to become a coach. She
wants to nurture the passion that young players
have for sports and help
make them into better players by encouraging them to
be their very best.
Summer spends her days
in classes learning about
health and physical
fitness. She
also works
at The
Noble

OPSU students have most likely not seen
Mr. St. Patrick around campus. Although
there are some Irish looking folk here, the
figure, St. Patrick, is not a fighting Aggie
football player or a controversial newspaper writer but the origin of the beloved St.
Patrick’s Day. He may not be worthy of the
classification of the Americanized celebrity,
but he does seem to be quite infamously
known across the world, including our own
secluded section of the U.S.
St. Patrick was born to wealthy parents in Britain at the end of the fourteenth
century. There is no concrete evidence that
St. Patrick came from a particularly religious
family. When Patrick was 16, he was captured by a group of raiders and taken to
Ireland to be held
captive. In his
time of captivity,
he turned to God
for comfort and
strength, becoming a Christian. It
is believed that
this was the point
in time St. Patrick
turned his goals
toward converting
the Irish people to
Christianity. After
six years as a prisoner, Patrick finally
escaped, which he
gave credit to God
for by claiming
God spoke and
inspired him on
means of escape.
It is thought that Patrick had to walk 200
miles to the Irish Coast and then escape to
Britain. It is also speculated that when Patrick reached Britain, he had another dream
encouraging him to make his way back to

the location of his captivity and bring the
Irish people a message of hope. However,
before becoming an Irish missionary, he
underwent fifteen years of religious training in Britain. St. Patrick faced an existence
full of tribulation but still managed to keep
his desire to aid people first. Patrick, mythological or not, deserves to be celebrated
due to his perseverance and servitude to
Ireland and its people.
As students, you are not required
to traverse to Ireland to quench the aspiration of experiencing the enrich legacy
of St. Patrick and the special day devoted
to him. Destinations all across America
hold their own replicas of St. Patrick’s Day
including the somewhat local Shamrock,
Texas. Although I
may be a bit biased
toward this wonderful, tiny town, St.
Patrick’s, which will
be celebrated the
weekend of March
13th-15th is a nice
alternative to “warstricken” Mexico or
simply staying in
Goodwell for spring
break. Some of the
activities include a
parade, motorcycle
rally, carnival, rodeo
and a dance that will
be featuring the red
dirt band No Justice.
No matter what
your spring break
entails or whether
you are a devout celebrator of this Irish holiday or someone who doesn’t even know
what day St. Patrick’s falls on, remember the
patron St Patrick on the 17th of March and
know that he was more than a face.

“Although I may be a
bit biased toward this
wonderful, tiny town, St.
Patrick’s, which will be
celebrated the weekend
of March 13th-15th
is a nice alternative
‘war stricken’ Mexico
or simply staying in
Goodwell for Spring
Break.”

Coming in from Villa Maria Maria National University in Argenina, Juan
Sassatelli and Julia Ancarani are looking forward to their time at OPSU

Villa Maria is a city of 76,000 people a short drive from
Cordoba, the second largest city in Argentina. Julia is a
28 year old English major and
Juan is a 27 year old Music
Composition major.
Juan (who prefers to be
called by Sassa, a shortened
version of his last name) is on
his way to San Antonio as I
write this story, so for this week
I’ve focused on Julia and her
experiences here in Goodwell.
Juan will be featured in next
week’s paper.
“It was awful, I hate planes,”
said Julia, referring to her
journey from Argentina to
the US. “We left Argentina at
noon and arrived in Amarillo
20 hours later, it was a horrible flight.” The 20 hour plane
ride is longer than what most
OPSU students travel to and
from their homes.
“I came here to practice English and to experience a new
Photo by Stephen Skacall UNVM student Julia Ancarani is
encouraging OPSU students to check out the foreign exchange
culture, while also sharing the
program that has brought her to Goodwell, Oklahoma

St. Patrick

Center where she enjoys getting to know
other athletes. Working there also assisted
her in becoming a certified lifeguard. This
summer she looks forward to lifeguarding
and returning to her fondest days of sports
by coaching some future athletes in Kids
Inc. While she once detested coaching,
Summer’s days and dreams are now filled
with her passion to lead other athletes in
competitive sports. Her story just goes to
show that one should never say never.

Adios Argentina, Hola America!
StephenSkacall
Staff Writer

M o re T h a n a Fa c e

culture of Argentina,” said Julia. According to an article on the UNVM website,
“the objective is to spread the culture of
our country and especially the UNVM to
encourage future trade relations.” Julia’s
visit to the US is the first in what is hoped to
be a series of student exchanges between
OPSU and UNVM.
Explaining part of the
process in coming to
America, Julia says that
“to get my visa I was
interviewed by [the State
Department] and when
they asked where I would
be visiting in the US, I told
them the Panhandle of
Oklahoma. The man told me ‘you will be in
the middle of nowhere, why are you going
there?’ But I don’t care about that; there are
many parts of Argentina which are very
similar to Goodwell.”
Asked about her experiences so far at
OPSU and what stands out to her, Julia
explained that “there is a big difference in
life. In America if you don’t have a degree
you can still get a good job. In Argentina,

you have to be more prepared with education if you want to find a god job.” Julia has
also noticed a difference in the way Americans interact with each other: “In Argentina
we are very warm to each other, we always
kiss each other on the cheek when we meet
and when we leave. In America, people
don’t do that.” Julia says that the people at
OPSU are “very kind. Every
single person is polite and
very friendly to us, we really
appreciate that.”
Julia would like to encourage OPSU students to consider visiting Argentina, as
the program that brought
her to Goodwell will also be
sending OPSU students to Villa Maria. The
program will take OPSU students to Argentina for several months; students will attend
classes in their major field while learning
about the culture of Argentina and the
Spanish language. You do not have to be
fluent in Spanish to apply for the program
and the only direct cost to you is the flight
to and from Argentina. For more information, contact Teri Mora in Hamilton Hall.

“Every single person
is polite and very

friendly, we really
appreciate that.”

Opinion/Editorial
Back to School
for “Expelled”

In response to last week’s “No
Expulsion for Expelled” by Sarah
Sweatt
Michael A. Ask-Special to The Collegian

“We’re without cable for two weeks. Our bathrooms are always leaking; our rooms
don’t have closet doors. It is impossible to control the water temperature
inBLAthe
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showers, and our rooms are always hot. We’re all in college, we don’t need our
parents worried about who’s coming in and out of our rooms, there’s a lot more they
can be worrying about. Let’s get things taken care of.” Kariz Bioni

Stupid Without Television? or just annoyed.
M y
hopes for this
movie, when I first went to see it last
year, were the same as yours, I imagine.
The hope that scientific evidence would
be presented to support a theory of intelligent design is intriguing to me. However,
I was grossly disappointed. There was no
such evidence. Not a single second was
spent during that movie presenting scientific research either supporting intelligent
design or challenging evolution. In order to
keep this short, the following will be left to
address the movie itself.
When the movie opens, it seems clear
that Stein will be shedding light on injustices in academia. As the trailer to the movie
suggests, there are professors/staff in academia that are being discriminated against
because of their (even casual) support of
Intelligent Design (ID.) However, shortly
after the movie’s release, it became rapidly
apparent that Stein’s examples of injustice
were greatly exaggerated. For example, it is
claimed, in the movie, that a paper Richard
Sternberg had published during his time at
the Proceedings of the Biological Society of
Washington (PBSW) “ignited a firestorm of
controversy” because of its legitimization
of ID and the result was the ruination of his
life/career. They even suggested that his
other job as an unpaid research assistant at
the Smithsonian was terminated as a result.
What Stein fails to mention is that Sternberg willingly resigned from the unpaid
editor position at PBSW and was never terminated from his job at the Smithsonian.
In fact, his research assistant position at
the Smithsonian was renewed for another
two years but he never showed up to work
again. On top of all that, Sternberg was only
able to publish said paper by ignoring and/
or circumventing PBSW protocol.
There are similar stories for the remaining
examples of injustice as well, but unfortunately, Stein felt the need to tackle evolution all together. In your editorial, you
write that Stein “contradicts” evolution by
providing examples of its dominance in
the Holocaust and “Nazi theory.” Unless

“Even if the Nazi’s
marched under a flag
with Darwin’s face on it
and swore The Origin of
Species, that doesn’t have
anything to do with the
science that supports the
theory of evolution.”
the theory of evolution suggests that it is
not dominant in the Holocaust and “Nazi
theory,” I don’t see how showing such could
contradict evolution. Even if the Nazi’s
marched under a flag with Darwin’s face on
it and swore on The Origin of Species, that
doesn’t have anything to do with the science that supports the theory of evolution.
Just because someone took to an idea and
committed atrocities under its guidance
does not make the idea inherently bad, let
alone inaccurate. Failure to concede this
would be folly.
Furthermore, there is nothing “in-depth”
about the evidence provided in this
movie, for either side, and stating such is
patent ignorance. In-depth research gets
published in peer-reviewed journals, not
scandalous, tabloid, Michael Moore-esque
documentaries. Want to learn about science? Read a book. Until then, I leave you
with a quote from Abraham Lincoln: “It’s
best to remain silent and be thought a fool,
than to speak and remove all doubt.”

RachaelBeck
Staff Writer

Instead of being babysat, can we get things taken care of since we are actually paying customers
Did anyone catch the season finale of
“America’s Best Dance Crew”? No? Well,
that’s okay. What about the last “Bachelor”?
No response? Hmm… Who needs reality television though, right? I guess I can
survive without ever knowing who will
be performing at next years MTV Video
Awards, and it’s not like “The Bachelor” has
any necessity or actual forbearing in my

is still claiming disability. But what if it had?
It’s not like any of us would really know. As
residents of Holter Hall, half of the OPSU
student residents have been without cable
for over two weeks. Before you say it, yes, I
realize that the internet is readily available
(however slow it may be), there are newspapers, and most of us communicate with
the outside world on a pretty regular basis.

life, but since when did we go to war with
China? When did we pull troops out of
Iraq? Since when, did the infamous struggling mother of the octuplets win the lottery!? These are things we all, as college
students, need to know! I mean, now we’re
crossing the line!
Of course, none of this really happened. China’s million man army has not
declared the war to end all wars on the
good ‘ole US of A, Iraq is still occupied with
American soldiers, and the mother of eight

Let’s face it though, how many students
actually start their day conducting an internet news search of the latest and greatest
top stories, or make it a point to get up ten
minutes early for class to get the New York
Times at 54? How many students go out of
their way to actually find out what is going
on in the world; statistically? Not a lot.
According to a media-life study
done in 2007, the average college student
is watching about ten and a half hours of
television a week (increasing half an hour

from studies done the previous year), while
36% of students say they are watching
television online. Our cable’s out, so hit
the power button on the computer. Check
your Facebook while watching Spencer
call off the wedding (talk about the best of
both worlds). Problem solved right? Well,
maybe not. While students are hooked to
their favorite sitcoms and reality shows
online, they are witnessing commercial
free programming leaving no need to
skip through channels passing the time
waiting for the next American Idol to be
crowned. However convenient this may
seem to the time locked collegian, little
do you know, you are less likely to stop
and watch “breaking news” or pay attention to the links that say, “just in” at the
Myspace log in page.
Of course, with those extra ten
hours a week on our hands, we could
take a visit to the Noble Center and work
off those chili cheese fries from lunch,
or attend to our homework more prevalently; we could even find some time to
get a nap in. Or, we could hop on the
computer, pop in a DVD and call it a day.
I mean, what if you don’t even watch TV?
I know what you’re thinking right now,
“Why are you complaining, this school is
inexpensive. Get over it, you will live without cable.” My reply? We are paying $900
a semester, in which is promised a series
of living conditions, including cable television. Whether you watch FOX, CNN, or MTV
and the Disney Channel, as paying customers of this institution, we are all entitled to
things that we have paid for and we wish
to be treated as paying benefactors instead
of wining students.

“Great things are happening
all over campus. We are
trying to change stuff in the
dorms but it seems like to fix
one thing, ten others break. I
would like to spend the money
for better cable, maybe some
of the fines could help”
Ryan Daughtry, dorm director
Statistics Courtesy of MARKETOR.COM Not only does the television provide us with

entertainment, it also has a big impact on which products we buy

Why I haven’t actualized my dreams
Martin Kiruri
Staff Writer

“Call it procrastination if you like, but I want to be assured security so I can work
from my bedroom with the large French windows allowing morning sunshine
streaming through, kissing my face.”

Just like anybody else, I dream big. I

hope that before my primetime expires,
and I am too old to do anything, I will have
made a name for myself. Call it vanity, but
don’t blame me. Blame the game.
A fellow by the name Abraham Harold
Maslow discovered the name of the game
about 60 years ago which he called the
hierarchy of needs. Under his inverted pyramid is one secondary need which can today
be roughly interpreted by a layperson as a
“me, myself and I’’ kind of need. It is a purely
selfish need known as self-esteem.
The term self-esteem seems all couched
in innocence, but it is a raw desire for power
and recognition. Maybe Maslow meant
well in highlighting this need, but many
humans seem all too keen to accomplish it.
There is an inherent competitive spirit in all
of us which is sometimes destructive. That
is why we do not wish to see our neighbors
or colleagues do better than us. The desire
to show off our latest cars, homes and other

material possessions is in pursuit of this
recognition.
I am slightly embarrassed to confess
that I would love to work from bed while
popping snacks into my mouth with my
laptop literally resting in my lap. When I
take a break, I’ll want to watch some silly
love story (one of those things that don’t
happen in real life) on my giant plasma
television set, still in my bedroom.
I have a dream…
I dream of a beautiful large bedroom
without the obligatory security grilles that
let sunshine stream through me. I will want
to smell fresh flowers and take a walk in my
garden with artificial ponds and fountains.
I dream of becoming an accomplished
writer with respected Kenyan personalities endorsing my work. Perhaps Oprah. (As
we know, if Oprah Winfrey endorses you or
your product, you are guaranteed to strike
it famous; she endorsed Barack Obama’s
candidacy, and look at where the fellow
is today.) I might also pen some hilarious

pieces since I believe I have a funny side,
too.
But I have yet to embark on that dream
since I want everything to be just right. Call
it procrastination if you like, but I want to be
assured security so I can work from my bedroom with the large French windows allowing morning sunshine streaming through,
kissing my face. I want to be comfortable
just watching silly romantic movies without
itching to turn to the news channel to learn
the news as it streams in.
But for now, I still have unfinished business. I want to first teach the world’s corrupt and misguided politicians that selfesteem is just but a secondary need; they
should not achieve their self-esteem need
for power and control at the expense of the
masses. They should stop lording it over
with their ill-gotten wealth. For my part, I
have to help micromanage these leaders
through the pen the best I can. I will roll
up my sleeves and go at it like crazy. The
French countryside will have to wait.

Oklahoma City Associate of Applied Science in
Nursing Program is currently taking applications
for admission to the fall 2009 nursing class.
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Online
Content

Est.
1996

Graduated
85 OPSU
Allumni

Now Accepting
Applicants

Packets available in the OPSU Nursing Departmen, Hesper Hall 308

580-349-1520
nursing@opsu.edu

Application Deadline is June 1

Instrumental in assuring that registered nurses are
available to serve the population of the Oklahoma
panhandle and surrounding areas.
Graduates are eligible to take the National Council
Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses

Corral Drive In Theater
926 SW Hwy 54 Guymon, OK 73942

580-338-DRIV(3748)

Trial Opening March 13th and 14th
IRON
MAN
Tickets Half Price
$3.00 Adults $2.00 Kids

w w w. c o r r a l d r i v e i n . c o m
Come early and bring your appetite for our homemade pizzas and bounce time for the kids.
After being closed for 25yrs, the Corral Drive-In will be showing you movies on the BIG SCREEN under the stars again.

St. Patrick’s Day Lucky Letter Finder

L o o k

f o r T h e

C o l l e g i a n

www . opsu . e d u

O n l i n e
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